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Dk Readers The Story Of Chocolate
Designed to aid the development of children's reading skills, this reader, which is intended for level 3 is one of a series and
provides real-life stories about big cats.
The Story of ChocolateDorling Kindersley Ltd
Princess Unikitty--half-kitten, half-unicorn--and her friends save the day and make the world a better place.
With a fresh new look and added content, DK Reader Level 3: Star Wars®: The Story of Darth Vader follows the life of one of the
greatest villains as he rises to power. Level 3 is for children able to read on their own. The stories are exciting and captivating in
order to develop the child's own desire to read. More text and more complex sentence structure are presented, with information
spreads to help develop the reader's general knowledge. The choice of subject widens to match the broadening of children's
experiences and interests. © & TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD.
Read about the inspirational story of Helen Keller in this Level 3 DK ReaderDiscover the inspirational story of Helen Keller, who
became deaf and blind as a child following a long illness, but overcame these obstacles and achieved fame and great academic
success as an author and campaigner.Level 3 Readers are great for children beginning to read alone - exciting stories with rich
vocabulary, challenging sentence structures, information boxes, alphabetical glossary and index helps build literary skills.
A biography of the civil rights leader, covering his childhood, leadership, powerful speeches, assassination, and greatest
influences.
In this biography, discover the incredible story of Anne Frank, the courageous young writer who hid from the Nazis during World
War II. Anne Frank's diary is read by children and adults worldwide. It tells two stories: one of an extraordinary young girl living in
hiding during one of the most fearsome times in history, and one of a relatable young girl facing the same questions and troubles
that kids come up against today. Learn how both sides of this puzzle made up the person who is Anne Frank. Meet her family and
friends, explore "The Annex" where they hid, and see her story put in historical context alongside information about World War II
and the Holocaust, and Hitler and Nazi Germany. This new biography series from DK goes beyond the basic facts to tell the true
life stories of history's most interesting people. Full-color photographs and hand-drawn illustrations complement thoughtfully
written, age-appropriate text to create an engaging book children will enjoy reading. Definition boxes, information sidebars, maps,
inspiring quotes, and other nonfiction text features add depth, and a handy reference section at the back makes this the one
biography series every teacher and librarian will want to collect. Each book also includes an author's introduction letter, a glossary,
and an index.
Learn about the history of coding and computers in DK Reader The Story of Coding. Young readers will find out what coding is,
how it developed, and how modern codes are used for everyday purposes. DK's innovative range of levelled readers combines a
highly visual approach with non-fiction narratives that children will love reading. DK Reader The Story of Coding is a level 3 reader,
Beginning to Reading Alone, with intriguing facts, from Charles Babbage and Ada Lovelace's first steps in computer programming
to today's wide variety of coding languages and their uses, and the impact of the Internet and apps on programming. There's a
message in ASCII for readers to decode, plus tips for writing their own code with child-friendly Scratch programming. Explore the
world of coding with DK Reader The Story of Coding, includes facts kids will love reading.

Whatever happened to the city of Atlantis? Is there a conspiracy afoot to cover up alien activity at Area 51? Some of
history's Enduring Mysteries involve tales so incredible that they blur the lines between fact and fiction. As much
evidence as can be examined about the curious phenomena associated with five legendary sites and creatures is
explored in this new series, with notable examples of popular culture references and famous seekers and hoaxes. The
truth is out there--for someone to find. This title takes an investigative approach to the curious phenomena and
mysterious circumstances surrounding the Bermuda Triangle, from tales of vanishing ships to supernatural forces to hard
facts.
The dramatic story of the famous boxer's life in and out of the ring. A Level 4 DK Reader.
Describes the hunting activities of various bugs, including the praying mantis, wood ant, and dragonfly.
Provides information on such original characters from the X-men comic strip as Professor X, Iceman, Angel, Magneto,
and Beast.
In simple language, describes how Christopher Columbus survived danger on his voyages to the New World.
Discusses the history of chocolate, how it is grown and processed, and how chocolate is consumed.
Learn about the most ferocious fish in the sea in Shark Attack!, a Level 3 DK Reader now in ebook format. Help your
child develop their reading skills, while the discover how sharks and humans interact, and gain fascinating insights into
their behaviour. The exciting photographs and illustrations have a rich vocabulary, challenging sentence structure,
additional information, and an alphabetical glossary and index to build literacy skills - ideal for children who are just
beginning to read alone. Shark Attack! is perfect to read together and you'll both love exploring the world of sharks.
Examines the life of the Indian princess Pocahontas and her contact with English settlers, especially John Smith.
The story of how college student Peter Parker became the super hero known as Spider-Man, one of Marvel Comics's
most popular characters, is traced in this history. Full-color illustrations.
Learn about the amazing story of Wilbur and Orville Wright with First Flight: The Story of the Wright Brothers, a Level 4
DK Reader, now in ebook format. Help your child learn to love reading, while they explore the world of the first flying
machines. Stunning photographs combine with engaging age-appropriate stories and have rich vocabulary and
challenging sentence structure, additional information, alphabetical glossary and index to help challenge growing readers
and build literacy skills. Read them together with children who are reading alone and with reluctant readers. First Flight:
The Story of the Wright Brothers is perfect for reading aloud and you'll both love the exciting images.
Read the tale of how Peter Parker came to have the powers and relative strength of a Spider!
What spits out fire and ash? What sleeps for years but may explode with a bang at any time? In this book, children learn
all about volcanoes, with the mechanics of an eruption described and illustrated with simple, step-by-step pictures. Level
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2 DK Readers are for children who have started to read on their own, but still need some help. These books contain more
words, more complex stories, and smaller type than Level 1. They use slightly longer sentences that are still simple in
construction. Information boxes provide lots of extra fun facts. DK Readers combine an enticing visual layout with highinterest, easy-to-read stories to captivate and delight young bookworms who are just getting started. Written by leading
children's authors and compiled in consultation with literacy experts, these engaging books build reader confidence along
with a lifelong appreciation for nonfiction, classic stories, and biographies.
Follow the adventures of Chris Croc all the way from birth through his time as king of the river! Chris Croc lives at Kakadu
National Park in Australia, and through his journey we meet more Australian wildlife through the crocodile's encounters
with them and find out about these fascinating but deadly creatures. Now available in ePub format. Level 3 books,
designed for children who can read on their own, contain more complex sentence structure and more detail. Information
boxes highlight historical references, trivia, pronunciation, and other facts about words and names mentioned. DK
Readers combine an enticing visual layout with high-interest, easy-to-read stories to captivate and delight young
bookworms who are just getting started. Written by leading children's authors and compiled in consultation with literacy
experts, these engaging books build reader confidence along with a lifelong appreciation for nonfiction, classic stories,
and biographies.
Discusses the history of space exploration, life on a space shuttle, and brave astronauts who made the first flights into
space, landing on the moon, and those involved in the Challenger explosion.
Describes the life of the Wolverine, from his childhood in Alberta, Canada, to his relationships with other X-men,
superheroes, and enemies.
This Level 3 reader is suitable for Grades Two to Three pupils, and is part of a four-level programme of narratives for
beginner readers. Written in association with the National Literacy Trust, this book is one of a structured programme
which children can work through from basic word repetition to real-life accounts of the San Francisco earthquake. The
books are chosen not only because they appeal to the correct age group but also because they are gripping and really
grab and hold the reader's attention.
Get your child hooked on reading as they meet Star Wars' Luke Skywalker and learn all about his amazing story. Designed to engage even
the most reluctant reader, this action-packed Star Wars Reader is all about your child's favourite hero, Luke Skywalker. Watch as your child
meets Luke and joins him on his amazing adventures as he teams up with Obi-Wan Kenobi, Han Solo, Chewbacca, C-3P0 and R2-D2 and
journeys to the Death Star to confront Darth Vader and rescue Princess Leia. Filled with amazing pictures from Star Wars, it's an out-of-thisworld read. And don't forget, there's a galaxy-full of DK Star Wars books to collect.
Describes the background, events, and consequences of the Allied landing in Normandy, France on June 6, 1944.
Describes how Anakin Skywalker, a boy with Jedi potential, turned into Darth Vader, and how the Sith lord used the dark side of the Force.
Discover the history of computers and coding, from Ada Lovelace's initial idea of computer programming to today's coding languages like
Scratch, Python, Javascript, and more, in this Level 2 nonfiction reader featuring photographs, diagrams, fun facts, and strong visual clues.
What exactly is a computer? How do they work? What is a code? What are the different coding languages and how are the used today? The
Story of Coding, written by GeekDad's James Floyd Kelly, will explore it all, while also building reading skills and teaching exciting
vocabulary. Perfect for 5-7 year olds beginning to read fluently with support, Level 2 titles contain carefully selected photographic images to
complement the text, providing strong visual clues to build vocabulary and confidence. Additional information spreads are full of extra fun
facts, developing the topics through a range of nonfiction presentation styles such as diagrams and activities. Series Overview: Trusted by
parents, teachers, and librarians, and loved by kids, DK's leveled reading series is now revised and updated. With shiny new jackets and
brand-new nonfiction narrative content on the topics kids love, each book is written and reviewed by literacy experts and contains a glossary
and index, making them the perfect choice for helping develop strong reading habits for kids ages 3-11.
Read the stories of the amazing men and women who fought for equality during the US Civil Rights Movement, including Martin Luther King
Jr. and the March on Washington, and Rosa Parks and the famous Montgomery Bus Boycott. Learn all about civil rights-what they are, and
why they're important. This book covers the history of civil rights in the US, including slavery and the abolition of slavery, and segregation. It
discusses the momentous US Civil Rights Movement, from sit-ins and protests, to marches and inspirational speeches, to legislation for
equality. There's also information about modern-day issues, and how children can use their voices to become activists in their own
communities. Perfect for 7-9 year olds starting to read alone, Level 3 Readers include in-depth information presented through more complex
sentence structure with increasing amount of text to expand the reader's general knowledge and confidence in reading. Additional information
spreads are full of extra facts, developing the topics through a range of nonfiction presentation styles, such as quotes, lists, and statistics.
Including Rosa Parks and the Montgomery Bus Boycott, and Martin Luther King Jr. and the March on Washington, read the stories of the
amazing men and women who fought for equality during the US Civil Rights Movement. Learn all about civil rights-what they are, and why
they're important. This book covers the history of civil rights in the US, including slavery and the abolition of slavery, and segregation. It
discusses the momentous Civil Rights Movement, from sit-ins and protests, to marches and inspirational speeches, to legislation for equality.
There's also information about modern-day issues, and how children can use their voices to become activists in their own communities.
Perfect for 7-9 year olds starting to read alone, Level 3 titles include in-depth information presented through more complex sentence structure
with increasing amount of text to expand the reader's general knowledge and confidence in reading. Additional information spreads are full of
extra facts, developing the topics through a range of nonfiction presentation styles, such as quotes, lists, and statistics.
From whirling tornadoes to freezing blizzards, weather is a constantly changing force that affects everything around us. Explore the history
and elements that make up the environment around us in DK Eyewitness Books: Weather.
Learn all about civil rights - what they are and why they're important. This book covers the history of racial tension in the US, including
slavery, abolition of slavery, and segregation.
DK Readers will help your child learn to read and encourage a life-long love of reading whilst finding out about volcanoes. In ebook format
Encourage your child to read. They will learn all about volcanoes, from their incredible structure to what happens when one goes bang! DK
Readers are part of a five-level highly pictorial reading scheme, which uses lively illustrations and engaging stories to encourage reading.
Level 2 Readers have long sentences, increased vocabulary, information boxes and a simple index. Read them together with children who
are beginning to read alone and with early or reluctant readers. Over 100 DK Readers in the series.
Now in PDF. Take a trip into space with this Level 2 Reader In this exciting and informative DK Reader, follow Linda the astronaut and her
crew into space and find out how they live. With Astronaut - Living in Space your child will discover how astronauts eat, drink and deal with
zero-gravity, as well as starting on the road to a relationship with reading. Level 2 Readers have easy-to-read stories with word repetition,
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pictures and illustrated text boxes to build literacy skills. The winning combination of interesting facts about space travel and adventurous
astronaut, plus the engaging story packed full of exciting images, makes Astronaut - Living in Space perfect for getting children hooked on
reading.
In simple language written for beginner readers, retells the story of thirteen-year-old Anne Frank, who went into hiding from the Nazis with her
family in 1942.
From world leaders to explorers to writers, artists, and performers, discover more than 40 women who changed the world in Amazing
Women. This Level 4 DK Reader will build reading skills while teaching vocabulary and telling the stories of influential women like Rosa
Parks, Amelia Earhart, and Marie Curie, and highlighting important historical moments in women's history, like the Women's Rights
Convention in Seneca Falls. Uncover the stories of the women who have helped shape the modern world in Amazing Women. Perfect for
9-11 year olds reading independently, reading becomes a fact-discovering adventure with these Level 4 readers. Supporting and encouraging
a lifetime love of reading, nonfiction subjects are clearly explained, described vividly, and brought to life with true encounters, fascinating
statistics, and dramatic photographic images. Additional information spreads are full of extra fun facts, developing the topics through a range
of nonfiction presentation styles, such as articles, journals, and timelines. Series Overview: Trusted by parents, teachers, and librarians, and
loved by kids, DK's leveled reading series is now revised and updated. With shiny new jackets and brand-new nonfiction narrative content on
the topics kids love, each book is written and reviewed by literacy experts and contains a glossary and index, making them the perfect choice
for helping develop strong reading habits for kids ages 3-11.
Discover the history of computers and coding. From Ada Lovelace's initial idea of computer programming to today's coding languages like
Scratch, Python, Javascript, and more. This reading book for kids explores the world of coding, while building reading skills and teaching
exciting vocabulary. Packed with photographs, diagrams, fun facts, and strong visual clues to keep your little ones engaged. What exactly is a
computer? How do they work? What is a code? What are the different coding languages? This beginner's book explores it all and more.
Young children will find out what coding is, how it developed, and how modern codes are used for everyday purposes. It's the perfect reading
book for ages 5-7 who are starting to read fluently with support. Level 2 titles contain carefully selected photographic images to complement
the text, providing strong visual clues to build vocabulary and confidence. Additional information spreads are full of extra fun facts, developing
the topics through a range of nonfiction presentation styles such as diagrams and activities. Explore, Engage And Learn! There's a message
for readers to decode, plus tips for writing their own code with child-friendly Scratch programming. This kid's educational book explores the
world of coding and is full of facts kids will love reading. While learning to read, kids will also: - Learn about what coding is - Explore the world
of early computers - Discover coding languages and coding today - Enjoy cool coding tips and test their knowledge Trusted by parents,
teachers, and librarians, and loved by kids, DK's levelled series of kids reading books is now revised and updated. With shiny new jackets
and brand-new nonfiction narrative content on the topics kids love, each book is written and reviewed by literacy experts and contains a
glossary and index, making them the perfect choice for helping develop strong reading habits for kids ages 3-11. Add other Level 2 titles to
your collection covering a range of topics like LEGO City: Heroes to the Rescue: Find Out How They Keep the City Safe, What Is An
Election?, Hello Hedgehog, Amazing Bees, Life In The Stone Age, many Star Wars titles and more.
Enjoy this narrative about the history and developments of the manufacture of chocolate - its origins from a tree in the rainforest to a treat that
most people enjoy. Encourage your child to discover the story behind their favourite treat. Help your child develop reading confidence quickly
and easily. Captivating stories and complex sentence structures for children who can read on their own and are developing a desire to read
for fun.
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